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AbstratThis doument ontains a step-by-step outline of the LOFAR alibration framework. The basi proedurean be adapted for the various observing modes of the Key Siene Groups and other appliations. Themain di�erene between LOFAR and existing instruments is the prevalene of large image-plane e�ets, i.e.instrumental e�ets that vary over the �eld of view. This requires a generalisation of traditional self-alibration,whih has been developed. Unfortunately, the extra sophistiation requires a rather large inrease in proessing.On the positive side, two rather fundamental alibratability onditions are satis�ed for LOFAR. First of all, thereare enough bright alibrator soures, and thus suÆient information available to alibrate LOFAR. Seondly,there are enough equations to solve for the parameters of the LOFAR Measurement Equation(s). Finally, itis very important to realise that, although we have made a promising start, the full development of LOFARalibration will take time, and will only happen if we reate the right onditions for it.Contents1 Introdution 42 The LOFAR Measurement Equation (M.E.) 63 The LOFAR alibration strategy 94 Step-by-step alibration proedure 104.1 Station alibration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
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Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.01 IntrodutionLOFAR alibration will be a hallenge, beause of a pathologial ionosphere, rowded �elds, very bright soures,extended soures, unstable station beams, high station beam sidelobes (all-sky imaging), and unsmooth bandpasses.It will be more diÆult than alibrating existing radio aperture synthesis telesopes, partly beause of less favourableonditions, and partly beause the higher sensitivity requires a higher dynami range. Therefore, new alibrationmethods and algorithms are needed for LOFAR (and SKA)1.We de�ne alibration as the apability to subtrat 'foreground' soures, as illustrated in �g 1. The goal is toprodue residual images that are as lose to gaussian noise as possible. This is possible only if the MeasurementEquation (M.E., see setion 2) is orret, and the values of its parameters are aurately known . The problem isthat the LOFAR M.E. is rather ompliated. The biggest di�erene with earlier instruments is the prevalene of(large) image-plane e�ets : ionosphere and station voltage beamshapes ause instrumental errors that vary overthe �eld. Not only does this inrease the number of instrumental parameters that have to be estimated, but it alsoinreases the proessing requirement by a large fator.Sine uv-data an only be orreted for a single point in the sky, alibrated uv-data do not exist in the preseneof image-plane e�ets. Therefore, as many soures as possible must be subtrated (or �ltered) from uv-data, i.e.not from images. For the brightest soures this is already standard pratie in most redution pakages. In thease of LOFAR this priniple must be extended to all soures in the Loal Sky Model (LSM). Sine there will bethousands of suh soures per �eld, this will be one of the bottleneks of LOFAR data proessing. We de�ne thefollowing ategories of soures:brightness #/�eld subtrat from remarksCat I SNRsample > 3 20� 30 uv-data are used for parameter estimationCat II �image > 10 103 � 104 uv-data are subtrated in groups (pathes)Cat III �image < 10 many image will be onvolved with PSF(~l)Note that Cat I soures are treated ('peeled', see below) individually, and are there for subtrated with maximumauray, using their own 'private' parameters. Cat II soures are predited for subtration by interpolating smoothfuntions for beamspahes and ionosphere. PSF(~l) is a point-spread funtion2 that depends on soure position ~l.The dividing lines between the soure ategories are dynami. As multiple observations of the same �eld are added,�image will derease, so more Cat III soures will be turned into Cat II soures. And a bright Cat II soure that'auses trouble', an always be promoted to Cat I status, for individual treatment3. A somewhat speial ase isthe so-alled 'A-team', i.e. the small number of very bright soures (Cas A, Cyg A, Tau A, Vir A), at least two ofwhih are visible in every LOFAR observation, due to the relatively high station sidelobes4. They are treated asCat I soures, but they are only used for beamshape estimation if they are in the main lobe.1Obviously, the highly produtive existing instruments (WSRT, VLA, ATCA, VLBI, et) should also be able to pro�t from the newalibration software. With the existing pakages (NEWSTAR, AIPS, MIRIAD, AIPS++), only the WSRT oasionally reahes thethermal noise in all polarisations, over the entire �eld of view. This is due to the virtual absene of losure errors, on-axis reeivers,equatorial mounts, and NEWSTAR.2We strongly enourage the use of PSF i.s.o. (synthesized) beam. The latter is onfusing.3Unproven thesis: Any soure that is bright enough to ause trouble, is bright enough to be dealt with. This means that, if itsresiduals after being subtrated as a Cat II soure are too large, it must be bright enough to be promoted to Cat I status, and dealtwith individually.4'LOFAR imaging is all-sky imaging' (Jaap Bregman)ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -4-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0The LOFAR alibration strategy makes the following assumptions:1. The ionospheri phase will vary substantially over the �eld, and in time and frequeny (see �g 1). It willnot be possible to predit the ionospheri phase by external means (PIM, GPS) with suÆient auray,i.e. better than a degree. This means that it must be measured ontinuously during the observations, usingbright (Cat I) soures in the �eld. Based on work done in Cambridge and at the VLA, we have adopted a(uniform) rate of 0.1 rad/s as the maximum that LOFAR alibration should be able to handle.2. The instrumental polarization is determined by the projeted dipole angles, and voltage beamshapes. It anonly be approahed by means of a proper (matrix) M.E. Its absolute alibration requires soures with sub-stantial polarization, of whih there appear to be few at LOFAR frequenies. It is ompliated by ionospheriFaraday rotation. It will take time to master this aspet of alibration, but in the meantime it will not be ashow-stopper.3. All station voltage beams will be di�erent, and will vary substantially in time and frequeny. It will not bepossible to ontrol or predit their shapes with suÆient auray. This means that the shapes (at least ofthe inner parts, where soures must be subtrated) must be measured ontinuously during the observations,using bright (Cat I) soures in the �eld.4. Beause the LOFAR stations are horizontal, the voltage beamshapes will hange onsiderably while trakinga �eld for a few hours (see �g 6). It is possible to derive an analytial expression for a position-dependent'error-PSF', using the estimated station beamshapes. This an be used to deonvolve Cat III soures. Beausethese are faint (S < 10�), only the inner part of the PSF is needed.5. It is not possible to determine the shape of the far sidelobes of the station voltage beams with suÆientauray to ontemplate any subtration of (Cat II) soures in that area. See �g 1). Therefore all possiblemeasures must be taken to design the instrument in suh a way that the e�ets of suh faraway soures onuv-data are negligible. See setion 10.6. There are very few aurate sky models at LOFAR frequenies. Therefore, solving for soure parametersmust be an integral part of the alibration proedure. For Cat I soures, it is possible (with some limitations)to do so simultaneously with instrumental parameters. The parameters of Cat II soures must be derivedfrom residual images.7. Some level of soure subtration remnants is unavoidable. The signature of suh remnants should be fullyunderstood, so that they an be distinguished from astrophysial phaenomena.It will be lear that the alibratability of LOFAR (see also setion 7) depends ritially on the following fators:� The availability of enough bright alibrator soures. As long as there is enough information available, theproblem an be solved in priniple, and will be eventually5. Fig 3 shows that there are indeed suÆientalibrators, i.e. 20-30 soures per �eld that give SNR > 3 per uv-sample (10 s).� The number of Measurement Equation (M.E.) parameters should be muh smaller than the number of inde-pendent data-samples, and they must be suÆiently 'distinguishable' from eah other. This is investigatedin setion 7.5Note that this ondition is not met for optial interferometry.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -5-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0The entre piee of this doument is the outline of the alibration strategy (setion 3), followed by a step-by-stepdesription of the basi proedure4. The remaining setions provide some more detail. It is highly reommendedto read the �gure aptions arefully, sine they tend to ontain some of the real 'meat' for LOFAR alibrationognosenti. For the same group, an appendix has been added that touhes on some more pratial aspets. TheLOFAR vital statistis relevant to alibration are summarized in appendix B.LOFAR alibration will be implemented in the soalled Blak Board sytem (BBS) as desribed in an aompanyingdoument [2℄. The existene of a working prototype (implemented as MeqTrees) will ertainly help in this proess.The present doument only ontains reommendations, and does not bind the implementation team in any way.2 The LOFAR Measurement Equation (M.E.)The Measurement Equation desribes the relationship between the true brightness distribution, and the measuredvisibility data ~Vij . For many years, salar M.E.'s were used, until the full-polarisation matrix form was introdued[3℄, and extended to inlude image-plane e�ets [4℄.In the matrix M.E., the ux of a soure is represented as vetor of 4 Stokes parameters ~Ik(f; t) = [I;Q; U; V ℄, whihde�ne it in full polarisation. The visbility measured by an interferometer between stations i and j is a vetor of4 orrelations Vij(f; t) = [XX;XY; Y X; Y Y ℄, whih are the results of orrelating all 4 ombinations of the signalsfrom the two sets of station dipoles. The most general form is:~Vij = ~Aij +Mij(Ji 
 J�j )Xk (Jik 
 J�jk) S ~Ik + ~Nij (1)Note that a visibility sample is the sum of the ontributions from the various soures in the �eld. For extendedsoures, or groups of soures, these are integrals over a small area (path) of sky. The 4 � 4 Stokes matrix Sis onstant, and depends on the hosen polarisation representation. The 2 � 2 instrumental Jones matries arestation-based. The symbol 
 designates the Kroneker produt. If we ignore the noise Nij , and assume that thereare no additive (Aij) or multipliative (Mij) interferometer-based e�ets, we an write:~Vij(f; t) = (Ji 
 J�j )Xk Z dl Z dm (Jik 
 J�jk) S ~Ik (2)The ontributions of extended soures must of ourse be integrated over the sky oordinates (for laritity, the formof equ 1 is for point soures only). The Jones matries before the � in equ 2 represent uv-plane e�ets, whih arevalid for the entire FOV, but may vary from beam to beam:Ji(f; t) = Bi Gi [Ti℄ (3)while the ones after the � represent image-plane e�ets, whih depend of soure position (~l):Jik(f; t; l;m) = Eik Pik Iik Fik Kik (4)ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -6-
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Figure 1: The LOFAR alibration hallenge. Our de�nition of alibration is the apability to subtrat foregroundsoures. This is only possible if the Measurement Equation is orret, and its parameters are aurately known.The (optial) input image in the top-left panel illustrates some of the salient features of a LOFAR �eld. It has10-20 bright Category I soures, whih are used for estimating instrumental parameters in their diretion, and tosubtrat the soures themselves with maximum auray. In addition, the instrumental parameters are interpolatedto subtrat the thousands of fainter Category II soures from the uv-data. The output residual image in the top-rightpanel is grey to illustrate that, ideally, it should only ontain gaussian noise. In pratie, residual images will alsoontain many faint Category III soures, whih will be onvolved with a position-dependent error PSF. They willalso ontain some remnants of inompletely subtrated Cat I/II soures.LOFAR alibration will be ompliated by a number of fators. First of all, we have to observe through a 'patholog-ial' ionosphere, espeially at frequenies smaller than 100 MHz. This is illustrated by the phases in the bottom-leftpanel, whih were measured by the VLA at 74 MHz, by Perley and Bust. Note that the maximum phase rate forthe 10 km baseline is about 0.5 deg/s, well within our adopted limit of 0.1 rad/s.In addition, the LOFAR station beams (bottom-right) will be less stable than those of the traditional paraboli dishes,and sparse stations will have higher sidelobes.
ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -7-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0Eah of these 2� 2 Jones matries represents a spei� intrumental e�et. Eah matrix element is a mathematialexpression, whih usually has parameters. Note that Jones matries do not always ommute with eah other, sotheir order is important. This is disussed in more detail in setion 3.IF stands for Intermediate Frequeny, and traditionally indiates the signal hannel from a single dipole. ForLOFAR it is the sum of 96 dipoles of a station.� BJones(f,t,beam): Diagonal matrix. The raw IF bandpass will be 'granular', i.e. it will vary rapidly withfrequeny. This is aused by the sub-band �lters, and by the way the sub-bands are joined. It is assumedto be known a priori through station alibration, and divided out from the uv-data in an early stage. Anyfurther variations are assumed to be slow, in time and frequeny, and are absorbed into EJones.� IJones(f,t,~l,~x): Salar. The ionospheri phase is modelled in the form of a Minimum Ionospheri Model(MIM, explained in the aption of �g 5), whih is a large-sky model with a minimum number of parameters.The frequeny-dependene (� / �) is assumed. The MIM oeÆients are derived from the selfal phasesolutions in the diretion of one or more bright (Cat I) alibrator soures.{ NB: If signi�ant ionospheri phase struture exists at sales smaller than a few km, there will alsobe amplitude e�et. This manifests itself as amplitude sintillation. The latter beomes importantwhen di�ration dominates refration. This ours when rdiff < rFresnel = p�D, where rdiff is thelinear sale over whih the phase hanges by a radian. It should be possible to derive the magnitude ofamplitude sintillations from the rapidity of the phase variations. For the moment, it will be assumedthat we will not observe under suh onditions. However, if neessary, the MIM an be extended toinlude (smooth) amplitude e�ets as well.{ The deorrelation due to a uniform hange of 1 radian over an integration interval of 10 s (the LOFARdesign spe) would ause a 4% derease in amplitude. Obviously, suh a large gain e�et must be takeninto aount. As long as the variations are smooth, this an easily be done during the predition ofvisibilities, in the same way as time/freq smearing.� GJones(f,t,beam): Diagonal matrix. The IF omplex gain is a uv-plane e�et, whih inludes IF eletronis,the more rapid atmospheri phase variations, rosstalk, et.{ [TJones(f,t,beam)℄: Salar. Optionally, we may use an expliit model for the atmospheri phase, usingthe atmospheri pressure, temperature et as external parameters. TJones is only weakly dependent onfrequeny.� EJones(f,t,~l,beam): Has four non-zero (omplex) elements, so it does not ommute easily with othermatries. It models the main lobe, and perhaps the inner sidelobes, of the station voltage beam. See �g6. They are modelled by smooth funtions, with oeÆients(f; t) that are estimated from Cat I selfal (seesetion 6.1)6.{ PJones(~l,beam): Rotation matrix. The e�etive projetion of the dipoles on the sky. Could beombined with EJones, but that might make FJones alibration more diÆult. Deterministi in priniple,but it may be neessary to solve for some of its parameters initially, in a speial program of observations.� FJones(f,t,~l,~x): Rotation matrix. The ionospheri Faraday rotation is related to IJones, but depends onthe angle between soure diretion and the loal Earth magneti �eld. It is treated separately (see setions3 and 6.3). Like IJones, FJones is modelled by a single large-sky (MIM-like) model.6In the WSRT, EJones is a diagonal matrix, whose two elements represent the two separate voltage beams assoiated with the Xand Y dipoles of an antenna. For LOFAR, with its 4 non-zero matrix elements, we have to think in terms of a single voltage beam perstation. ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -8-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0� KJones(f,t,~l,~x): Salar. The Fourier Transform phase 'kernel' depends on station position (~x) and relativesoure diretion (~l). It is deterministi in general, but ould be used to solve for station positions.Traditional selfal only deals with uv-plane e�ets, usually just the omplex gain (GJones) per station, andper frequeny-hannel. Sometimes DJones, the on-axis polarisation 'leakage' is also inluded. Station voltagebeamshapes are assumed to be all idential, and onstant in time, so they an be represented by a multipliativepower beam in the image plane. None of these assumptions are valid for LOFAR. All this is di�erent for LOFAR.Note that there will be more than one version of 'the' LOFAR M.E., depending on the kind of observation, theobserving onditions and the required dynami range. Although they will all have the same general struture ofequ 1, they may di�er in the mathematial expressions, and thus the parametrisation, of its matrix elements.3 The LOFAR alibration strategyThis setion outlines the reommended LOFAR alibration strategy, and the reasoning behind it. In an importantsense it is the ore of this doument. The strategy has three stages, whih will be labelled the Rough, the Smoothand the Empty7, as illustrated in �g 2. The �rst stage reates suitable onditions for the muh more proessing-intensive seond stage by taking are the 'wilder' instrumental e�ets. In partiular, it traks the large ionospheriphase variations (IJones), and removes the instrumental e�ets that vary rapidly with frequeny (BJones) and time(GJones). The seond stage is the Major Cyle (MC), whih iteratively determines the slowly varying shape ofthe station voltage beams (EJones) and the ionospheri Faraday rotation (FJones). It also improves the Loal SkyModel (LSM) by adding new soures to it, and estimating better soure parameters. The third stage deals with theresiduals, images and/or uv-data, from whih all LSM soures have been subtrated. These are not really empty,of ourse, but ontain noise, subtration remnants, and faint soures. The �rst two stages are an integral part ofLOFAR operations, while the third stage is up to the user.The following table summarises the relevant properties of the groups of M.E. parameters that we have to solve forin the �rst two stages.parm group matrix stage freq time ~x ~lBJones diagonal Rough per hannel hours * - IF bandpassIJones salar Rough / � 10 min * * ionospheri phaseGJones diagonal Rough - per timeslot * - IF omplex gain, inl TJonesEJones 'rotation' Smooth smooth 10-100 min * * voltage beam shape, inl PJonesFJones rotation Smooth / �2 10 min * * ionospheri Faraday rotationLSM soures - Smooth smooth 'onstant' - * Loal Sky ModelThe four olumns in the entre indiate dependenies in four dimensions. Di�erenes between groups determinewhether they an (and should) be solved for separately. A 'smooth' frequeny dependene indiates a smoothspetrum, e.g. a spetral index with only a few terms. E�ets that do not depend on sky position ~l are alled'uv-plane e�ets', the others are 'image-plane e�ets'.7The resemblane to a famous �lm title is ompletely aidental. But it does make it easier to remember the sheme.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -9-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0Obviously, the alibration strategy should not violate matrix ommutation. In priniple, instrumental e�ets shouldbe orreted in their (reverse) order along the signal path, unless their Jones matries ommute. We are ratherfortunate that IJones is a salar (multiplied by a 2 � 2 unit matrix), whih ommutes with anything. Therefore,it an be moved to the other side of EJones. (Note that this is not possible for the related FJones). Diagonalmatries do ommute with eah other, and with salars.In the Rough stage, the uv-data are orreted for the uv-plane e�ets BJones and GJones, and perhaps for theIJones phase for the entre of the �eld. At the very least, this makes it easier to visualize the data. But the maingoal is to reate optimal onditions for the iterative Smooth stage. First of all, this means a minimum number of(EJones) parameters to be solved for. It is partiularly important that the EJones frequeny dependene shouldbe smooth. Seondly, the IJones phase is used to shift the data to the apparent positions of Cat I soures, and theentre of pathes of Cat II soures. This smoothes the visibility funtion of the soure/path of interest, therebylimiting the amount of proessing.The quaestion is of ourse whether we are allowed to do this. Note that any errors made in the determinationof IJones and GJones have to be absorbed in EJones. Our ontention is that this is no problem sine IJones issmooth at the sale of a station, and EJones has more degrees of freedom at that sale. Thus, IJones errors aresimply absorbed as semi-linear phase gradients over the beams. (NB: As explained in setion 6.1, the main soureof IJones errors is ontamination by EJones di�erenes anyhow, so it might be argued that the e�et is absorbedby the orret Jones matrix in a iruitous way). Any errors in GJones translate into a multipliative fator of theentire station beam.Finally, we annot over-emphasize the importane of using a large-sky model like the MIM for the ionosphere.Thanks to the strong onstraints it imposes, the large ionospheri e�ets an be separated from other instrumentale�ets, thereby almost reduing LOFAR to a 'normal' telesope.4 Step-by-step alibration proedureThe ow diagram for the basi LOFAR alibration proedure is shown in �g 2. It is expeted that di�erent LOFARobservation modes will use parts or all of this proedure, in some form.4.1 Station alibration1. Station beam-forming: Fiddling the beam-former oeÆients (open-loop!) to ahieve one or more of thefollowing e�ets:(a) Reduing the side-lobe level.(b) Approximating a onstant shape of the main lobe.() Adaptive RFI nulling (not reommended!).2. Beamshape estimation: A �rst-order approximation (10%), to redue the number of iterations downstream.Not vital.3. Bandpass estimation: Needed to divide out BJones.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -10-
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Figure 2: The LOFAR Calibration Flow Diagram is divide into three stages: The Rough, the Smooth and theEmpty. The �rst 'tames' the large ionospheri phase variations, and removes 'rough' uv-plane e�ets. The seondstage is also alled the Major Cyle9 (MC). It is iterative, and deals with smooth phaenomena like voltage beams. Inaddition, inreasingly fainter LSM soures are found or improved in eah iteration, and subtrated in the uv-plane.The third stage deals with the 'empty' residual images or uv-data, and is up to the user.Note that the M.E. parameters overlap with the Loal Sky Model, indiating that the LSM soure parameters areregular M.E. parameters, just like the instrumental ones. Two-way arrows mean that parameters are not only usedfor predition, but are also solved for.The uv-data are orreted for all uv-plane e�ets (BJones, GJones) before entering the MC. The ionospheri phase(IJones) is used to shift the phase entre of the data to the apparent position of a Cat I soure or a path. The CatI selfal solves for the elements of the EJones (voltage beam) matries that are assoiated with eah bright alibratorsoure. These are then used to solve for the oeÆients of station EJones matries.The bright Cat I soures are subtrated with their 'private' parameters, for maximum auray. Cat II soures aresubtrated in groups, using interpolated values of the station EJones, or the ionospheri Faraday rotation.The residual uv-data are transformed into residual images, and deonvolved with a position-dependent error PSF.The resulting CLEAN omponents are used to update existing LSM soures, and �nding new ones. The MC isrepeated until the residual images have a spe�ed dynami range.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -11-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.04.2 PreliminariesFor eah observation, a suitable proessing 'tree' must be generated.1. Generate a Loal Sky Model (LSM): Use the instrumental 'windows' of the observation (primary beam,spetral window) to selet relevant soures from the Global Sky Model (GSM). The LSM inludes all theknown soures in the main lobe(s) of the primary beam, and a small number of very bright soures (theA-team) all over the sky.2. Generate a suitable 'tree' to proess this partiular observation, with the orret number (and order!) ofCat I selfal stages, followed by Cat II path subtration stages. The LSM plays an important role in this.Upon request, it returns a list of soures in reverse order of apparent (...) brightness, whih an be used toselet Cat I peeling soures. It will also tile the FOV with 'predition pathes' of a suitable size, to be usedin Cat II subtration.3. Transfer any externally measured parameter values, to be used as initial parameter values. This reduesthe number of iterations.4.3 Creating suitable onditions for the Major Cyle: The RoughThe uv-data is proessed in 'snippets', i.e. hunks up to several minutes, ontaining up to 4000 frequeny hannels.See also �g 4. The following operations are done to the snippets only one, before feeding them into the MajorCyle.1. Bandpass division (BJones): Divide out the high-granularity (hannel-by-hannel) IF bandpasses ausedby the eletronis (�lters et). They may be determined at station level by injeting a suitable test-signal.2. Coarse agging: Only the RFI that an be learly distinguished from the signal by relatively heap detetionalgorithms. NB: Flags affet the weights of the uv-data samples, and their uv-oordinates....3. Ionospheri phase (IJones) traking: Use one or more bright alibrators to update the parameters ofthe Minimum Ionospheri Model (MIM). See setion 6.(a) As a by-produt, the GJones are measured as well. They are distinguished from IJones by the fat thatthey are uv-plane e�ets (i.e. independent of diretion (~l)), and by their frequeny dependene.(b) At the start of an observation, several minutes may be needed to aquire ionospheri phase-lok, i.e. toarry our a program of trial and error to eliminate 2� ambiguities. See setion 6.() The simplest approah is to use alibrator soures in the FOV. However, this will not always be suÆientto onstrain the MIM over a large enough part of the sky. Therefore, it should de�nitely also be possibleto swith beams rapidly in order to point diretly at alibrator soures. Obviously, this will ompliatethe observation and alibration shemes somewhat, but one it exists it will open the way to a wholefamily of new observational modes.4. Corret the data for uv-plane e�ets, i.e. GJones. Note that the data are NOT orreted for IJones,although one might onsider orreting them for the MIM phase of the �eld entre, e.g. for visualisation ormonitoring. The MIM that is used downstream must be adjusted for this, of ourse.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -12-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.05. The uv-data snippets are now ready for one or more passes through the Major Cyle. They are orreted foruv-plane e�ets, and no soures have been subtrated (IJones determination is done in a side-branh).4.4 The Major Cyle: The SmoothThe uv-data snippets are passed through one or more loops of the Major Cyle. Eah loop results in better valuesfor the M.E. parameters (whih inlude both instrumental parameters and LSM soure parameters!), and moreLSM soures.1. [Optional: Regenerate the forest℄. It may happen that a Cat II soure is dynamially 'promoted' to bea Cat I soure, beause it is bright enough to 'ause trouble'.2. Cat I selfal (peeling, see setion 5.1): Solve for voltage beam (EJones) parameters in the diretionof bright (Cat I) soures. This is done in order of dereasing apparent brightness. The phase-entre of theuv-data is moved to the apparent position of eah soure, i.e. orreted for ionospheri phase errors (IJones).The ontribution of eah Cat I soure is subtrated (peeled o�) from the data before moving to the next one.(a) Integration time issues....(b) Contamination issues...() Some of the Cat I soures will be the very bright soures of the soalled A-team (Cas A, Cyg A, TauA, Sun et). Beause of the high side-lobes of the LOFAR station beams, they will always be visible,so their e�ets must aslways be subtrated. Any speial treatment due to their large distane from thephase entre is baked into the trees.3. Estimation of station voltage beams (EJones): The parameters of the 'private' EJones matries asso-iated with individual Cat I soures are used to estimate the the elements of the station EJones matries.(a) A potential ompliation is that the size and shape of the beams will vary onsiderably with elevation.This has to be taken into aount when seleting the Cat I soures to be used.(b) It may be desirable to use longer integration on a number of fainter alibrator soures on the �eld.4. [Optional: Estimation of ionospheri Faraday Rotation (FJones)℄: See setion 6.3.5. Progressive agging: As more bright soures are peeled o�, we may ag the residuals for inreasinglysubtle RFI, while still using relatively heap detetion algorithms.6. Subtration of Cat II soures: Done in groups (pathes). See setion 8. This ould well be a majorbottlenek, so we should look for alternatives.7. [Optional: Estimation of interferometer-based errors℄: Multipliative and/or additive. They violatethe soalled 'selfal-ondition', whih requires that all instrumental e�ets should be station-based. Only thenis the number of independent parameters muh smaller than the number of data. Therefore, in a well-designedsystem they should be negligible. But sine even the WSRT has them (very small ones) we should assumethat LOFAR will also su�er from this a�ition to a ertain degree. In pratie, we an only do somethingabout them if we have a priori information, e.g. that they are onstant over the entire observation.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -13-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.08. Faet imaging. The size of a faet is determined by ionospheri onditions, and perhaps by the w-oordinate.The residual ionospheri phase errors over a faet should be less than one radian. For eah faet, the residualuv-data are orreted for the faet entre, after whih the phase entre is shifted to that position, and theFOV is redued by integrating over freq and time. The results are gridded and Fourier Transformed to a setof 4D residual images (whih may overlap a little). A position-dependent error-PSF is generated as well.9. Cat III deonvolution. Apart from gaussian noise, the 4D residual images ontain Cat III soures and theremnants of inompletely subtrated Cat I/II soures. Deonvolution is somewhat ompliated beause theerror PSF depends on the position (~l) of a soure. See setion ??.10. Soure extration from images of CLEAN omponents is done in two modes:(a) Updating the parameters of existing LSM soures. The LSM is used to inspet the areas where Cat I/IIsoures have been subtrated to see whether there is anything left. Any residuals are used to solve forimprovements of the soure parameters, using the soure trees in the LSM.(b) Finding new LSM soures. The most diÆult problem is to deide whih groups of CLEAN omponentsrepresent a new soure, and how this soure should be parametrized (if at all). Extended soures maybe modeled in terms of base funtions like shapelets (see �g 8) or pixons. Really pathologial souresmay be stored in the LSM as 4D images.The updated LSM will now be used to predit/subtrat all soures from the uv-data. The Major Cyle is repeateduntil some alibration quality riterion is met. It is expeted that at least two yles will be needed to reah adynami range of 1 : 104, as required in the survey mode (see setion 9).4.5 Delivering the GoodsAfter exiting the Major Cyle, the results have to be disposed of:1. Update the Global Sky Model (GSM) from the LSM.2. Make LSM images, i.e. images from the LSM soures, to be used by Surveys KSG.3. Deliver the deliverables:(a) residual images(b) [LSM℄ or images() [GSM℄(d) [MeqParm tables℄(e) [metadata℄4.6 Further proessing by the user: The EmptyFor some appliations, the deliverables will be suÆient. For others, it will be neessary to do more proessing toextrat the desired astrophysial information from the 'empty' residual images (or residual uv-data).ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -14-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.05 Estimating M.E. parametersInstrumental M.E. parameters are estimated with the help of a smallish number of Cat I soures, i.e. brightalibrator soures. We distinguish 'primary' instrumental parameters that are assoiated with individual Cat Isoures. They are estimated by peeling. Usually, the Cat I soures are assumed to be known, but sine theirparameters are reglar M.E. parameters, it is possible to solve for them also. There are also 'seondary' parameters,whih are derived from primary ones. These are the oeÆients of smooth funtions like the ionospheri MIM, orthe shapes of station voltage beams.5.1 Estimating primary instrumental parameters: peelingIt will be assumed here that Cat I parameters are estimated by peeling10. This means that the Cat I soures aretreated one at a time, in order of dereasing apparent brightness. In pratie, this is ahieved by de�ning a hainof 'peeling stages', eah with its own solver(s). At eah stage, the phase entre of the uv-data is shifted to theapparent position of the peeling soure. This is done by adding the ionospheri phase (IJones) to the nominalphase-shift fator. This makes the visibility funtion of the peeling soure as smooth as possible, allowing a largeredution in the number of snippet domain ells. The ontribution of eah peeling soure is subtrated from theuv-data before moving to the next one.Of ourse it is possible to solve for the parameters of all kinds of Jones matries, in all kinds of MeasurementEquations. However, in the alibration sheme adopted here, only the station voltage beams (EJones) are estimated.After all, the uv-data have already been orreted for the uv-plane e�ets BJones and GJones, while IJones is usedto shift them to the apparent position of the peeling soure. Sine the latter is in the phase entre, no KJones isneeded. Thus the M.E. used for prediting the visibility funtion Mijk(f; t) of the peeling soure k redues to:~Mijk(f; t) = Z dl Z dm ((PikEik)
 (E�jkP �jk)) S ~Ik (5)where PJones is a deterministi projetion matrix. It should be emphasized that, sine the voltage beams aremuh less well-behaved than those of the WSRT, all 4 EJones elements will be non-zero. Therefore, we shouldsolve for their real and imaginary parts, i.e. 8 independent real parameters per station. If we deide to solve forsome parameters of the peeling soure itself, this number may inrease by 1-10. For LOFAR, this is well withinthe maximum of N real parameters per station (see setion 7).Sine we are not re�ning the uv-plane e�ets or IJones in the Major Cyle, any imperfetions in the parameters ofthose Jones matries, inluding time variations in BJones, are absorbed into EJones.5.1.1 The e�ets of peeling ontaminationWhen assuming that the brightest soure is the only one in the sky, we are ignoring the ontamination from other(fainter) soures. The latter will be present in the measured uv-data, but not in the predited visibility. The resultwill be that the selfal solution is distorted, whih will lead to higher soure subtration residuals down-stream.10The alternative to peeling is a simultaneous solution for multiple (or all) Cat I soures. This approah is onsidered too expensive,and will not be onsidered here.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -15-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0First of all, it is possible to redue the ontamination by taking some of the other soures into aount in the predit(while only solving for the parameters assoiated with the peeling soure). However, sine this is expensive, weshould attempt to minimize the ontamination by various averaging mehanisms. It also has its limits, see setion7.Fig 4 illustrates how a snippet (or even a domain ell) may over multiple 'orrugations' of the visibility funtionof an o�-axis soure. We should only use interferometers whose snippets over as many orrugations as possible,i.e. use the largest possible frequeny band, and avoiding ertain baseline orientations. Obviously, this has itslimitations, espeially for soures lose to the phase entre (where the peeling soure is). However, there are othermehanisms that work in or favour: The selfal error will average out over longer periods, so if we may assume thatinstrumental errors vary slowly, we may smooth the solution in time and thus redue the e�ets of ontamination.This is equivalent to enlarging the snippets in the time diretion.We may also observe that the vetor sum of the visibility ontributions of a large number of evenly distributedsoures will tend to zero. This limits the number of soures that we have to worry about the the 1-10 brightestones, and then only the ones that are relatively lose to the peeling soure.Summarizing: There are may things we an do about peeling ontamination. The matter has been analyzed inmore detail in [6℄.5.1.2 The A-teamThere is a small number of very bright soures that will be visible in any LOFAR observation. Therefore, theyalways have to be inluded in the list of Cat I soures. However, unless they are in the �eld-of-view, they are notused for the estimation of beamshapes or MIM. Only their apparent ux has to be determined, so that they anbe predited and subtrated. The latter does not have to be done very aurately.5.2 Estimating Cat I soure parameters themselvesDuring the �rst year(s) of LOFAR operation, the models of the Cat I soures will not be known with suÆientauray. A dediated ampaign to redress this will have its own problems, and even then many observations willhave some Cat I soures whose parameters need to be solved for to get the best results. Give numbers of Cat Isoures ....Sine soure parameters are regular M.E. parameters, they an be solved for, in any ombination with other M.E.parameters. The trik is to make sure that this proess onverges to ever better models for LSM/GSM soures.5.3 Estimating seondary parameters from primary onesThe ionospheri MIM (IJones), the IF omplex gains (GJones) and the station voltage beamshapes (EJones) arederived from phases and gains measured in the diretion of individual peeling soures. In this setion, we willonentrate on EJones (station voltage beam) estimation. The ase of the ionosphere is dealt with in the nextsetion. ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -16-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0The primary parameters are the 8 real parameters in the 4 omplex EJones matrix elements eabik (f; t) per station i,per Cat I soure k, estimated in setion 5.1. From these, we estimate the seondary parameters, i.e. the oeÆientsof the smooth funtions that desribe the inner parts of the station voltage beams. For the moment we will assumethat eah of the 4 matrix elements of the overall station EJones matrix has its own funtion eabi (f; t; l;m), with10-20 real parameters pm(f; t). We equate these funtions with their measured values in the diretion of the Cat Isoures: eabik (f; t) = eabi (f; t; lk;mk) = eabi (lk;mk; p0; p1; p2; � � � ; pm) (6)and solve for the pm(pabimreally, beause they are independent per matrix element ab and per station i). Obviously,the number of parameters pm must be less than the number of Cat I soures, and the latter should be evenlydistributed over the �eld-of-view. Fewer Cat I soures will be needed if the 4 funtions per station share some ofthe parameters, whih will almost ertainly be the ase.In this stage, we will not endeavour to write down suitable expressions for the funtions eabi . The radial part mightbe something like a sin. The lateral part will be a little more triky, espeially if the inner sidelobe(s) are to beinluded. The way to proeed is to use simulation and measurements to make the best possible model, and to usephysial onsiderations to impose onstraints on the range of values that its parameters an take. The latter willrequire the inlusion of a temporary rest-funtion, whih will gradually be redued to zero as our understanding ofthe instrument deepens.6 Ionosphere alibrationTwo aspets of the ionosphere are modelled in two separate sets of Jones matries: IJones deals with the ionospheriphase, and FJones deals with ionospheri Faraday rotation. Sine the ionosphere plays suh a large role in LOFARalibration, it merits its own setion.6.1 Estimating MIM parameters (IJones)The Minimum Ionospheri Model (MIM) is desribed briey in the aption of �g 5, and more elaborately in [10℄.The MIM parameters are seondary M.E. parameters, whih are estimated every 10 s from the individual selfalphase solution(s) of one or more bright alibrator soures. As �g 5 shows, more than one alibrator is needed inmost ases, so we will assume that. Thus, we have equations of the form:mijk =  ijk + (��ik ���jk)� 2�(aik � ajk) + (�gik ��gjk) + �eij + ijk + nijk (7)where mijk is the estimated phase for interferometer ij in the diretion of alibrator k,  (uij ; vij ; lk;mk) is thesoure model phase, ��ik is the inremental MIM phase for station i in the diretion of alibrator k, �gikis theinremental GJones phase, �eij is the di�erene between voltage beam phases, aik is an ambiguity number, ijk isontamination aused by other soures in the �eld, and nijk is (non-gaussian) noise. Ignoring noise, ontaminationand voltage beam e�ets (see below), and transferring the 'known' terms to the left-hand side, the right-hand sideontains only quantities that we wish to solve for:ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -17-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0mijk �  ijk + 2�(aik � ajk) = (��ik ���jk) + (�gik ��gjk) (8)After replaing the �� with the MIM expression, we solve simultaneously for the inremental MIM parameters�p and the inremental GJones parameters �g. As usual, we solve for inremental values of the various M.E.parameters, beause we use the best available values as starting point for the solving proess. Thus, the input datahave been orreted for the extrapolated values of IJones and GJones.It will be neessary to orret the uv-data for the 'random' part of the eletroni (GJones) phase before a solutionfor the muh smoother ionosphere an be ontemplated. This annot be estimated separately, beause it would bedominated by the ionospheri phase. Therefore, we propose to do it all simultaneously. The GJones will absorbthose phases that do not vary smoothly with station position, are not proportional to �, and do not hange withsoure diretion. It is possible that some of the phases will be attributed to the wrong Jones matrix this way, butthe question is whether this makes any di�erene downstream.Another question is whether it is allowed to ignore terms in equ 7. The noise is probably OK beause the alibratorsare very bright. For the ontamination ijk , we should take the same preautions as in Cat I selfal above. Theterm�eij is the di�erene between the two voltage beam phases. If the beams were virtually idential, as in theWSRT, the phases in the diretion of the same soure would be idential also. However, this will almost ertainlynot be the ase for LOFAR beams. Fortunately, any error that this auses in the MIM parameters will be absorbedas a smooth phase funtion in the voltage beam EJones estimation in the Major Cyle (making this issue nielyirular).6.2 Phase loking: �nding the ambiguity numbers of the MIMBeause of the large-sky nature of the MIM, we will only get a onsistent solution if we have a 'suitable' set of valuesfor the ambiguity numbers aik. This is done by means of a trial and error algorithm. The proposed proedure isto start with two inner stations, and then to inlude the others one by one, steadily inreasing the distane fromthe entre. After that, the values of aik are modi�ed by one, looking for the minimum �2 of the MIM solution.There are many sets of ambiguity numbers that will lead to a onsistent solution. We may go one step furtherby imposing the ondition that the ionospheri phase � / � and �f=0 = 0. The MIM now predits the absoluteionospheri phase (exept for errors made in the estimation proess).The proess of obtaining a set of suitable ambiguity numbers (aquiring ionospheri phase-lok) from srath willtake at least a few minutes at the start of a new observation. After that, the array must be kept in phase-lok byusing these numbers eah time. But even then, it will probably be neessary to adjust them whenever the �2 ofthe MIM solution suddenly inreases.Finally, the value of �2 an also be used to hek whether the MIM has the optimal numbers of terms for theprevailing ionospheri onditions. Whenever it inreases, an extra term may be added (dynamially!), until itdrops below an aeptable level. In the same way, the number of terms may be tentatively dereased when theonditions improve.
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Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.06.3 Estimating ionospheri Faraday rotation (FJones)Ionospheri Faraday rotation is related to the MIM phase, sine it is also proportional to the integrated TEC.However, it is not easily derived from the phase, sine it requires the loal Earth magneti �eld. In addition,beause it is a di�erential e�et, measuring the Faraday rotation requires muh less auray than the IJonesphase. Therefore, it is not part of the MIM, but estimated separately. However, the result is also an large-skyfuntion F (~x;~l; f; t), whih gives the elements of an FJones matrix for any diretion (~l) in the sky, as seen from anystation-position (~x). There are several ways to approah this, and the strategy is to pursue them in the followingorder:� Use GPS (or Galileo or GLONASS) measurements. Unlike the phase, this is aurate enough, espeially forthe higher LOFAR frequenies.� Use the extended foreground polarization disovered with the WSRT. However, this may not be polarized at< 150 MHz, and ertainly not < 75 MHz. In addition, it is not yet lear how exatly to use this information.� Estimate FJones in the diretion of soures with known linear polarization. Unfortunately, there appear tobe not too many of those, and their polarized ux tends to be rather weak, usually < 30 mJy. In addition,we need long baselines to minimise beam depolarisation.7 Equations and unknownsGiven an array of N stations, we have 4N(N � 1)=2 omplex uv-samples per timeslot per freq hannel, whihallows us to form 4N(N � 1) real selfal equations. For an observation with nt timeslots and nf freq hannels, thenumber of independent equations is:neq = 4N(N � 1)� (1 + �(nt � 1))� (1 + �(nf � 1)) (9)This redues to the familiar neq = 4N(N � 1) for nt = nf = 1, and neq always inreases (albeit slowly) for moredata samples. Two samples are independent if they are separated in the uv-plane by more than the station diameterD, i.e. half of the station autoorrelation 'footprint'. The sampling in freq and time will usually be denser thanthat, espeially for the short baselines (as illustrated in �g 4). This is reeted by the fators � < 1 and � < 1.Sine the number long baselines in a LOFAR on�guration is relatively small, we will tentatively use � = 0:1 and� = 0:1.Eventually, we need a more omplete analysis, whih inludes the hannel width, the integration time and theuv-overage. The resulting expression should of ourse yield a maximum neqmax = 4�(Lmax=D)2, orrespondingto a fully �lled, ritially sampled uv-plane11. For LOFAR, D = 50m. For a maximum baseline Lmax = 100km,we have neqmax � 6� 106. But for Lmax = 3km (LOFAR ore only), we have neqmax = 5000(!). Obviously, thesenumbers are per LOFAR beam.11Note that, beause the LOFAR stations are horizontal, i.e. in the same plane as the array. Thus, their footprints on the uv-planeare foreshortened with elevation in the same way. Thus, neqmaxis independent of delination. The fator 0:5 indiates that we onlysample half the uv-plane. ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -19-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0The maximum number np of real numbers that we an solve for (in any possible manner!) is equal to the numberof independent equations. But, allowing for noise, non-orthogonality and other limitations to the solving proess,we will onservatively use np = 0:5�neq. Note that, sine in our de�nition M.E. parameter values are representedby smooth funtions like polynomials in time, np is the total number of oeÆients of these funtions.7.1 Solving for instrumental parametersFor simpliity, we will assume that, on average, the frequeny dependene of all M.E. parameters an be apturedin 4 oeÆients, e.g. a 3rd order polynomial. Sine we will always have at least 4 independent samples in a LOFARfrequeny band, the fator (1 + �(nf � 1)) an be replaed with 4, and we an remove the frequeny dependeneentirely. Thus, the maximum number of real numbers that we an solve for in the time diretion is:np = 2N(N � 1)� (1 + �(nt � 1)) (10)For the important ase of a single timeslot (nt = 1) we an solve for np = 2N real parameters per station. Notethat this impliitly assumes that all samples in a timeslot are independent. So, if instrumental parameters wouldvary so rapidly that a separate value would be required for eah timeslot, we ould solve for 2N � 60 parametersper station for the LOFAR ore. If we take 4 for GJones, and 2 for the MIM, and 40 for a full-polarisation stationvoltage beam (EJones), there is some room left for the estimation of soure parameters (see below). In realitythe situation is more favourable, sine only the atmospheri phase (2 parameters/station) would vary that rapidly,while the others require only one parameter per 10-100 timeslots.The number np is a fundamental limit, independent of the path that is taken. For instane, the station beamshapesare derived from gains and phases measured in the diretion of individual Cat I soures. These an be estimatedsimultaneously, or sequentially by peeling. In the �rst ase, the number of simultaneous parameters per solutionis large, but within the limits of np provided we solve over the longer time interval allowed by the slow variationof beam parameters12. This is not very pratial, and that is one of the reasons for peeling. Sine there we dealwith one Cat I soure at a time, the number of parameters per solution is muh smaller, and we an hoose anyinterval that is onvenient. The disadvantage of this approah is that the peeling solutions will be inuenedby the 'ontamination' aused by the other soures in the �eld. It has been argued that this an always beredued to arbitrarily low levels by taking inreasing numbers of these ontamination soures into aount in thepredition proess (see setion 5.1). However, this would imply that the instrumental e�ets in the diretion ofthese ontaminating soures are known. This an only be true up to the limit imposed by np, whihever path wehoose. Thus, we have a onsistent story, but a potential problem! Note that the same limitation would apply tothe simultaneous solution.The solution of this problem lies in the fat that ontamination is non-linear, and that the logN � logS urveis steep enough. The latter means that the next brightest soure will usually have less than half the ux of thebrightest one. Therefore, only the ontamination of a very small number of soures will have an appreiable e�eton the selfal solution. It is very important to realise that the brightest soures have a muh greater e�et on thedynami range than the smaller ones. Therefore, we should onentrate on removing them, within the limits setby np.12With a simulatneous solution, it would also be possible to solve diretly for the beam parameters, rather than use the 2-step proessvia the parameters assoiated with Cat I soures.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -20-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.07.2 Solving for soure parametersSoure parameters are also M.E. parameters, just like instrumental ones. Therefore, their determination is subjetto the same limits of available information, irrespetive of whether they are determined by selfal or NEWSTAR'updating' in the uv-plane, or by soure extration in the image plane.Sine the vast majority of LOFAR soures will be unpolarized point soures, let us assume that they have anaverage of 5 M.E. parameters like RA, De, I, [Q, U, V, RM, shape℄. These will have an average of 1 oeÆient inthe time diretion (i.e. they are largely onstant in time), and an average of 2 oeÆients in the frequeny diretion.So we have to determine an average of 10 real numbers per LSM soure. Thus, in the absene of instrumentalerrors, we an solve for a maximum of np=5 = 0:1� neq soures per beam (FOV).For the full LOFAR (neq = 6 � 106), this is 600.000 soures per beam, whih seems ample. However, for theLOFAR ore alone (neq = 5000), this would be only 500 soures per beam, or less if we take instrumental errorsinto aount.Obviously, this kind of reasoning is losely related to, and must be onsistent with, traditional onfusion limits.8 Cat II subtrationThe (very) bright Cat I soures are subtrated in the peeling stages, with maximum auray. The (thousands of)fainter Cat II soures are subtrated in pathes, i.e. groups that are in a smallish area on the sky. Only Cat IIsoures in the main lobe and the inner sidelobes will be subtrated.The ontribution of pathes of Cat II soures to the visibility is done by means of soalled uv-briks (see appendixC). These have the important property that they allow the appliation of image-plane e�ets, whih are di�erentfor di�erent interferometers. On the other hand, they ause path 'tiling' in the residual images, beause the qualityof the predition, and thus the subtration, dereases towards the edge of the path.Cat II subtration will be very expensive. However, we should reaslise that we are doing too muh, beause formany observations we are not interested in the positions and uxes of the Cat II soures: we just want to removethem. Up to this point, there are two possible alternatives to pursue, perhaps to be used in ombination:� Subspae deomposition (see the aption of �g 9). It is not possible to target a spei� kind of soures, butit is possible to use only the longer baselines, and subtrat the result from all baselines. This would preservethe EoR signature, whih is known to be extended.� Time/freq di�erening of uv-data. This very e�etively removes soures around the phase entre, the extendedones more than the point soures. Thus, it ould be used to target spei� kinds of soures, either to subtrator to preserve them.There might be other possibilities.
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Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.09 Dynami rangeThe dynami range of LOFAR images is limited by residual instrumental errors beause they ause imperfetions inthe subtration of soures. Systemati errors are worse than rapidly varying ones. Therefore, in order to asses theirimpat on a residual image, we should look at their orrelation footprint in the uv-plane. For instane, ionospheriphase errors are shared by all interferometers, but hange relatively rapidly in time. Station beamshape errors onlya�et a subset of the interferometers, but vary muh more slowly. RFI often looks terrible in the data, but sineit varies very rapidly, it may not ause serious e�ets in the image.We also have to study the impat of instrumental e�ets that are spei� to LOFAR. Some examples are:� The bandpass sawtooth ripple (BSR) e�et, whih is aused by the fat that the station beamformers usephases rather than time-delays. This auses a position-dependent gain e�et that looks like a sawtooth inthe frequeny diretion. It may ause an appreiable e�et in the FOV, due to bright soures outside it.� Two di�erent operations will give rise to a 'tiling' struture in the residual image, with di�erent periods.They are aused by the fat that the predition of Cat II soures will be less aurate towards the edge of anLSM path, and by the fat that residual instrumental errors inrease towards the edge of a residual image(faet).NB: I was planning to develop the theoretial framework in whih we an study and ompare the propagation of allkinds of e�ets into the image a little further. Unfortunately, there has not been time before the deadline of thisdoument. But it remains an important subjet, whih will have to be addressed in the not too distant future.In the meantime, we refer to the DR requirements of a typial LOFAR observation, as given by [7℄. Remarkably,the number turns out to be � 104 for both wavelength ranges, and for the ore (2 km) as well as the lon-baseline(75 km) array. For a typial observation, it should be possible to ahieve this in two passes through the MajorCyle. This presupposes that the bright Cat I soures are already in the LSM, with approximately the orretparameters. This allows the Cat II soures to be found in a single soure extration operation, and subtratedfrom the uv-data.10 Engineering requirementsThe needs of alibration impose requirements on LOFAR engineering. The most important ones are:� The station sensitivity must be suÆient to get SNRsample > 3 for a suÆient number (20-30) of Cat Ialibrator soures in a typial LOFAR �eld.� Smoothness (f,t,~l) of instrumental e�ets, so that they an be modelled by the smallest number of parameters.{ If time-disontinuities annot be avoided, like in the pointing of the HBA raks, they should all happentogether, at well-known moments.{ If frequeny roughness annot be avoided, like in BJones, it should be divided out.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -22-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0� Station on�guration: Sine we annot subtrat soures in the far sidelobes (exept the A-team), the stationsmust be designed in suh a way that the response to soures in the far sidelobes averages out as muh aspossible over all interferometers. This a�ets selfal as well as imaging! Moreover, sine the e�ets of mutualoupling between antennas on the spetral response are unknown, the on�guration should be hosen in suha way that mutual oupling is minimised.Finally, instrumental errors that annot be avoided should be as un-systemati as possible, i.e. they should havea minimum uv-plane orrelation footprint. See setion 9 .11 ConlusionsAs stated in the introdution, LOFAR alibratability depends ruially on two fators. We are on�dent aboutthe �rst, the availability of enough bright alibrator soures. The seond, the balane between equations andparameters, is a diÆult topi. A framework for understanding it is outlined in setion 7. The numbers areenouraging for the proposed Calibration Strategy (setion 3). But the issue must be laid to rest by experiene.The autious onlusion is that we are optimisti about the alibratability of LOFAR.In the last few years, the LOFAR Calibration Studies group has made very substantial progress in �nding waysto deal with the problems presented by the next generation of large radio telesopes. Generalised selfal is basedon an arbitrary Measurement Equation, and solves for arbitrary subsets of its parameters. The latter inludesoure parameters as well as instrumental parameters. All M.E. parameters are assumed to be smooth funtionsof frequeny and time, whih allows us to make maximum use of known ontinuities in those dimensions. We havea Minimum Ionosphere Model (MIM), whih requires a remarkably small number of parameters. We have newways of representing extended soures (e.g. with shapelets), and to apply image-plane e�ets when prediting theirvisibilities. We an also solve for arbitrary soure parameters, either from uv-data or from residual images. Wehave a way of generating position-dependent error PSF's, so that we an deonvolve soures that move throughthe station beams during observation.We also have (the beginnings of) some new frameworks for understanding the fundamental limits of selfal (setion7), and the propagation of instrumental e�ets into the �nal image (setion ??).Very importantly, we have a working prototype (implemented as MeqTrees) of the kind of software that is neededto implement innovations listed above. This is an invaluable help in implementing the atual LOFAR proessingsystem, and to guide its further development.However, all this new sophistiation has a prie, in memory use and proessing yles. Bigger omputers are onlya part of the solution. New ideas are neessary, to do things in di�erent, more eÆient ways. Some of these havealready been identi�ed. The soalled peeling tehnique o�ers onsiderable savings in proessing by shifting thephase-entre from soure to soure. Appendix E.1 lists a number of ways to minimise proessing dynamially, i.e.by allowing the software to take its own deisions based on the data situation. In addition, we have identi�ed somepromising new avenues to be explored. For instane, the subtration of Cat II soures from uv-data is expeted tobe a major bottlenek. Tehniques like subspae deomposition (see �g 9) might o�er a way to '�lter' them outwithout having to know their details. Similar or related methods may be used to �lter out RFI, or instrumentale�ets with a partiular signature, like the Bandpass Sawtooth Ripple e�et[11℄. Appendix D lists some moreexamples of speial tehniques that are developed in other pakages, or other �elds, and whih should be part ofthe LOFAR alibration toolbox.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -23-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0In summary, although we have made a promising start in reating a LOFAR alibration system, this is only thebeginning of a longish development proess. The framework desribed here will be suÆient to make disoveries withthe early LOFAR, but it is unreasonable to expet it to keep pae with future extensions and rising expetations.This development proess has taken a long time with earlier instruments, and there is no reason why it should bedi�erent with LOFAR. Therefore, it is vital to reate the onditions in whih new alibration ideas will ontinueto be generated, and an be quikly implemented. Some suggestions:� A ritial mass of lever and passionate people should be involved with LOFAR operations for a long time(years), and kept motivated somehow.� They should have a system that o�ers many 'windows' on what is atually going on. Visualization is a mosteÆient generator of ideas and understanding.� They should have a system that allows rapid experimentation. The existing instruments have performedsigni�antly below their real apabilities beause of the diÆulties in implementing new alibration ideas.Note that it is not suggested that the LOFAR 'workhorse' system should be burdened with this muh versatility.In view of the expeted data-volumes, this will not be pratial. The neessary experimentation should be arriedout with relatively small amounts of data, using a parallel system. However, it is still highly reommended tominimize the time and e�ort required for generating (and debugging!) new ideas in the workhorse system, by usingsomething like the Tree De�nition Language (TDL) used by MeqTrees.But �rst, we must build LOFAR in suh a way that its alibratability is maximised. This means that the engineeringrequirements summarized in setion 10 must be taken very seriously. Calibrating LOFAR will be diÆult enoughwithout avoidable ompliations.AknowledgementsI gratefully aknowledge the ontributions (and pressure) of the members and guests of the LOFAR CalibratieStuurgroep in shaping this doument. In no partiular order: Ger de Bruyn, Wim Brouw, Jaap Bregman, StefanWijnholds, Johan Hamaker, Kjeld van der Shaaf, Heino Falke, Ronald Nijboer, Tom Oosterloo and Mihiel vanHaarlem. Of ourse, the development of LOFAR alibration has taken some years. During that time, Ger deBruyn, Jaap Bregman, Johan Hamaker and Wim Brouw have always been available with their vast experiene, tohallenge me on every issue. I also enjoyed working with the Haystak/MIT group. Sanjay Bhatnagar and TimCornwell from NRAO have inuened our thinking about the appliation of image-plane e�ets. Finally, it is aontinuing privilege and soure of inspiration to be part of the MeqTree development team: Oleg Smirnov, SarodYatawatta, Ronald Nijboer, Maaijke Mevius, Tony Willis and, in an earlier stage, Ger van Diepen.Referenes[1℄ J.E. Noordam: LOFAR Calibration Strategy (CDR-I, LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-014, November 2005)[2℄ K. van der Shaaf: LOFAR Selfal Implemention (LOFAR-ASTRON-SDD-050, Ot 2006)[3℄ J.P. Hamaker, J.D. Bregman, R.J. Sault: Understanding radio polarimetry I (Astron. Astrophys. Suppl Ser117 137-147, 1996) ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -24-
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Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0A AppendiesThe following appendies are not diretly relevant for the LOFAR alibration framework. But they may answersome of the questions that will our to the reader, about the pratial aspets of suh an ambitious sheme.B LOFAR vital statistisHere is a brief summary of the essential LOFAR numbers that are relevant for alibration. The instrument hasbeen desribed more fully elsewhere.LOFAR is a distributed sensor network overing an area of 100 km in diameter13, entered on Exloo in theNetherlands . The main sensor types are antennas used for radio astronomy observations14. The sensors aregrouped in 77 stations, 32 of whih are in a ompat ore with a diameter of ~3 km, and 45 are distributed along5 spiral arms. Eah station forms a phased array, whih an form up to 8 independent beams. For eah beam(pointing diretion), the signals of all stations are ombined (orrelated) entrally to form an aperture synthesistelesope. The maximum bandwidth is 32 MHz, divided in sub-bands, whih do not have to be ontiguous. Eahsub-band has 256 hannels of 0.76 kHz eah, giving a total number of spetral hannels of 42240. It is possible totrade bandwidth against number of beams. The basi integration time is 1 s.LOFAR has two frequeny ranges, eah of whih has a separate set of antennas at eah station.� The LBA units are sensitive to 20-80 MHz, and onsist of individual feeds of two dipoles eah. The 96 unitsof a station are plaed randomly over a irlular area with a diameter of 60(?) m, with an inreasing densitytowards the entre. Eah station has a di�erent random on�guration, thus minimising the rms sidelobepattern of an interferometer.� The HBA units are sensitive to 115-240 MHz, and onsists of sub-arrays (raks or tiles) of 4 � 4 feeds in aretangular pattern. Eah rak has its own analog beamformer, with 5-bit phase-shifters. This means thatthe rak beam has to be moved disontinuously every 10 min or so. It is not yet lear how the 96 HBA unitsin a station will be on�gured.The total nr of signal paths is 7700. It is not (yet) possible to observe simultaneously in the two bands.C Some operational hoiesIn addition to the alibration priniples above, a number of operational hoies have been made for MeqTrees, andare highly reommended for BBS. They are one level above implementation hoies.1. A Mesurement Equation (M.E.) is represented as a 'forest' of parallel trees (graphs, really), one for eahinterferometer. A tree is built up from software nodes of various types, eah of whih repesents a smallish13LOFAR will be extended to a size of several hundred kilometers eventually.14This doument deals exlusively with the radio atronomial use of LOFAR.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -26-
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Figure 3: The availability of enough bright (Cat I) soures in the �eld is the ornerstone of LOFAR alibratability.The right one is larger to inrease readability somewhat (see also below). The solid lines give the number of availablesoures in the (main lobe of the) station voltage beam, given the instrumental parameters in the top left orner.The stars indiate the numbers that are required for alibratability. Thus, things are allright as long as the 'tail'hangs down.The solid lines are valid for short baselines, or for point soures. Sine many of the LOFAR alibrator soures willbe slightly extended, they will beome less visible to longer baselines. This is indiated with the broken lines, forbaselines of 100 and 200 km. The tentative onlusion is that any LOFAR station must be loser than about 50 kmto another station. This will beome an important onsideration when the LOFAR array is be extended in a fewyears time.NB: It should be noted that these figures were made for the PDR, a few years ago. We willendeavour to redraw them before the CDR. However, the old PDR figures ontain relevantinformation, even though there are some differenes. The LBA stations will have a diameterof 60 m rather than 100 m, and the HBA stations 50 m rather than 73 m. The total numberof elements antenna units will be 7600 rather than 10400. These two points roughly aneleah other in the question of available alibrator soures. The bottom line is that there areenough, also beause we have sine then realised that our initial requirements were too severe.Espeially the MIM needs very muh fewer alibrators than indiated here. The harateriza-tion of the station voltage beams still requires up to 20-30 alibrators, but they may be lessbright beause we an integrate longer. Thus, it is no longer neessary to use the LOFAR oreas a super-station, whih makes the alibration sheme muh simpler.
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Figure 4: The uv-data are proessed by domains, or snippets, i.e. retangles in freq-time spae, subdivided in ells.A snippet usually overs only a few time-slots (a few minutes), and one or more spetral windows. Mapped on theuv-plane, snippets tend to be longer in the radial (freq) diretion than in the lateral (time) diretion, espeiallyif the frational bandwidth is relatively large (10% here). Note that the area of a snippet is proportional to thedistane to the origin of the uv-plane, i.e. the projeted baseline length. Thus, longer baselines over more uv-planethan shorter ones. This is an important onsideration in Multi Frequeny Synthesis (MFS).Also indiated in the �gures are the ridges of the osine orrugation pattern (red) that represents the visibilityfuntion of an o�-axis soure. The period of the orrugation is inversely proportional to the distane of the soureto the phase entre (l = 0;m = 0). In various alibration issues (peeling ontamination, time/freq smearing), thenumber of visibility orrugations aross a snippet, or even a ell, plays an important role. The �gure on the rightillustrates how this number depends on soure position, baseline orientation, and snippet size in the time and freqdiretion. The most pratial way to maximize the snippet size is to inrease the frational bandwidth.Another important issue is the number of ells in a snippet. At full uv-data resolution (e.g. 1 s, 10 kHz), this aneasily exeed 1000. Some operations, like shifting the phase entre, or soure subtration, have to be performed atfull resolution. But if the visibility funtion of interest varies only slowly over the snippet domain, and we need tosolve for only a few oeÆients in the freq diretion, we may resample to a (muh) smaller number of larger ells.This represents a onsiderable saving in proessing and memory use, espeially when we onsider that we also needto alulate derivatives w.r.t. to eah solvable oeÆient, for eah ell and for eah solver iteration. This is one ofthe main reasons for shifting the phase entre of the uv-data to the apparent position of the peeling soure.
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xFigure 5: The Minimum Ionospheri Model (MIM) is not onerned with the internal struture of the 3D iono-sphere, but only with the phaenomenologial phase �(x; y; l;m; f; t), as seen from the position (xi; yi) of a partiularstation (i), in a partiular viewing diretion (l;m). The proedure is to postulate the simplest possible funtion� = �(x; y; l;m; f; t), onsisting of a minimum number of smooth parametrized base funtions, e.g. low-order poly-nomials. For instane, in one dimension, we might postulate �0(x) = �(p0 + p1x+ p2x2 + � � �) for the ionospheriphase in the zenith diretion. Note that this inludes the a priori knowledge that � / �, so the parameters p areonly funtions of time (i.e. not freq). A reasonable starting value would be p0 = �25TEC rad, with the integratedTotal Eletron Content in TEC units (1016m�2). Thus, for � = 3m and a typial night-time value of TEC = 5,the exess phase would be -375 rad.For zenith angle z, the exess path will be longer, and the ionosphere will be 'piered' at a di�erent position. Thisan be expressed as �(x; z) = �0(x� h tan(z)):S(x; z), where h is a 'oupling parameter with the dimension of ane�etive altitude (e.g. h=300km), and S(x; z) inorporates the ionospheri harge pro�le and the urvature of theEarth surfae. See [10℄ for a more thorough disussion.The MIM parameters pk(inluding h!) are seondary M.E. parameters, i.e. they are estimated every 10 s fromthe individual selfal phase solution(s) of one or more bright alibrator soures. From the �gure it an be gleanedthat a single alibrator in the FOV would suÆe to onstrain the MIM, provided the LOFAR array is larger thanthe 'footprint' of the FOV at 'the' e�etive altitude of the ionosphere (~300 km), or if it may be assumed to be asimple linear phase wedge. However, with only using the LOFAR ore (< 5 km), it is safer to use more alibrators,either inside the FOV, or outside. In the latter ase, it ould be advantageous to rapidly swith the LOFAR beamdiretion, so that it points diretly at the alibrator for a few seonds. More alibrators will be needed as theionospheri onditions deteriorate, i.e. as the struture size dereases.One its parameters are known, the MIM is able to alulate 'absolute' ionospheri phases for any station (~x), andany viewing diretion (~l). These phases are used to shift the phase-entre of the uv-data to the apparent soure/pathposition when doing Cat I selfal, or when prediting Cat II soures for subtration.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -29-
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Figure 6: LOFAR station voltage beams are muh less well-behaved than we are used to. For paraboli dishes, theyare assumed to be onstant in time, and roughly equal for all stations. The latter has the additional advantagethat their phases largely anel, beause they are the same for the same soure position in the two station beams ofan interferometer. So, if the beam is roughly irular, or does not rotate on the sky (equatorial mount, WSRT),the response of 'the' primary (power) beam may be removed by division in the image-plane. Non-irular e�etslike instrumental polarization are assumed to average out when they rotate over the sky during a 12 hr observation(alt-az mount, VLA/ATCA).All this will hange with LOFAR. Beause the dipole arrays are �xed horizontally on the ground, the stationbeamshapes will beome elongated at lower elevations, and these ellipses will rotate w.r.t. the sky as a funtion ofazimuth. This is illustrated in the three images above, whih show a highly shemati voltage beam for three (az; el)diretions during a single observation. It is shemati beause this is the voltage beam that would be produed bya �lled aperture station. The dotted lines indiate the positions where the gain is zero. The phase inreases withthe distane from the entre. The entral ellipse is the main lobe. An atual voltage beam will have more lateralstruture, beause of the disrete dipoles (see �g 1).The soure near the �eld entre stays in the main lobe, but will be subjet to substantial gain (and some di�eren-tial phase) variations. The other soure wanders through di�erent sidelobes. This will make it more diÆult todeonvolve Cat III soures in residual images, beause they will be onvolved with an error PSF that depends ratherstrongly on their position (~l). The solution is to derive an analytial funtion for this error PSF(~l), and use thatfor deonvolution. Sine Cat III soures are lose to the noise (< 10�), it is suÆient to use only the inner part.Another approah is to irularize the station beam by beamforming, at the ost of some sensitivity. A ombinationof these two solutions is also possible.A station voltage beam is desribed by its 2 � 2 EJones matrix. For LOFAR, it will have 4 non-zero omplexelements, giving substantial instrumental polarisation. Also, beause of low phase-shift resolution of the analogbeamformer of the HBA, its beams will jump to a new position every 10 min or so, whih will have an e�et onthe station beamshape (although this appears to be quite small in the observations with the WHAT test station!).And �nally, beause of temperature variations and heap eletronis, the beamshapes will vary individually, inunpreditable ways.For all these reasons, LOFAR station voltage beamshapes must be measured ontinuously, using the brighter souresin the �eld. The proedure is to obtain omplex gains in the diretion of these bright soures (by peeling), and touse the results to estimate the parameters (f; t) of a suitable beamshape funtion.Finally, sine it will not be pratial to subtrat Cat II soures in the far sidelobes, every available method must beused to attenuate them as muh as possible.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -30-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0subset of mathematial operations. The main funtion of a node is to return values upon request, for theells of a given domain (see below). It just passes the request to its hildren, and ombines their resultsaording to its spei� funtion. The end-points of a tree are 'leaf' nodes, whih have no hildren, but useother soures of information to return the requested values. Examples are data nodes and parameter nodes.A di�erent M.E. requires a di�erent forest of trees. It should be possible to generate new forests quikly andeasily, for rapid experimentation.2. All M.E. parameters are funtions of freq and time, and sometimes of other dimensions as well (e.g. stationbeamshapes). Their values are stored in tables, in the form of zero or more funklets, i.e. arrays of oeÆientsof suitable base-funtions. Eah funklet has its own validity domain. The simplest and most ommon funkletis the pol(f,t), i.e. a 2D array of oeÆients of a 2D time-freq polynomial. When solving for an M.E.parameter, we atually solve for funklet oeÆients.3. Operations on uv-data are done per domain, i.e. a retangle in freq-time spae. Eah domain is subdividedin ells, for whih the trees generate values. The number of ells, i.e. the domain resolution, is determined bythe available data (e.g. 1 s, 10 kHz), but an be hanged by resampling. Mapped on the uv-plane, domainstend to be radial, i.e. longer in the freq diretion than the time diretion. See �g 4.4. Information about all the relevant soures for a partiular observation resides in a Loal Sky Model (LSM).This is an objet with three interfaes: With the Global Sky Model (GSM), the uv-data proessing kernel, andresidual images. See �g 7. The LSM soures are grouped in punits (predition units), whih may representindividual soures, or small areas (pathes) of the sky. Very importantly, the LSM ontains some kind ofpredisol mehanism for eah soure. The latter de�nes the relationship between its four image manifestations(I,Q,U,V) and its parametrisation, whih is neessary to predit their visibilities. It also allows solving forsoure parameters.5. There is no fundamental distintion between instrumental parameters and LSM soure parameters (theionosphere is regarded as part of the instrument). They are all parameters of the M.E. It must be possible tosolve for any subset of them. The system must be able to measure the ortogonality of suh subsets, and totake graeful remedial ation in ase of inter-dependene.There are multiple solvers in the system, eah forits own subset of M.E. parameters.6. There are various methods for prediting orrupted soure visibilities. Espeially the appliation of position-dependent (image-plane) e�ets requires attention. All methods allow solving for soure parameters.(a) Point soures present no problem. Their true visibilities may be alulated for eah interferometer, andthen orrupted with instrumental errors valid for their position. Soures that are just resolved may betreated in the same way, assuming that the errors are onstant over their extent.(b) Compat extended soures may be modelled as shapelets (see �g 8). Calulating visibilities is eÆient,sine the Fourier Transform of shapelet base funtions is relatively heap. Image-plane e�ets are appliedby using a (small) image of the soure, made from its shapelets. For eah interferometer, a orruptedimage is made by multipliation, and deomposed into a new set of orrupted shapelets. These are thentransformed into orrupted visibilities.() Visibilities of (path) images are predited by means of uv-briks [?℄. These are 4D ubes of griddedvisibilities, over the entire uv-plane. They may be interpolated to give values for a partiular interfer-ometer, for a requested domain(f,t). This is relatively heap if the uv-grid is oarse, whih is the ase forsmallish pathes near the phase entre. Image-plane e�ets are applied by adding a few terms, di�erentfor eah interferometer, to the interpolation funtion.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -31-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.07. Peeling. The punits (soures/pathes) are dealt with one by one, and subtrated (peeled) from the uv-databefore moving on to the next one. An essential feature of peeling is that the phase-entre of the uv-data ismoved to the apparent position of eah punit, thereby smoothing its visibility funtion over the requesteddomain. This makes it possbile to redue the number of ells, sine we require that the visibility funtion ofinterest is approximately linear over a ell.(a) In the ase of Cat I selfal, the main advantage of peeling is e�eieny. Partly beause of smallersolution matries, sine we deal with one soure at a time. But mostly beause selfal predition (whihis dominated by the alulation of derivatives!) is needed for very muh fewer domain ells. A potentialproblem with peeling is the selfal error aused by ontamination of other (fainter) soures in the �eld.(b) In the ase of Cat II subtration, uv-briks are used to predit these fainter soures in groups (pathes).This requires the phase-entre to be moved to the entre of the path.D Speial tehniquesThere are a number of speial tehniques available in various existing pakages that have been designed bring outertain astrophysial features from the data. Most of them an be used in alibration also, so they should beavailable in the LOFAR toolbox. At the very least, they should not be designed out. Therefore, they are just listedhere, without speifying an area of appliation. The important thing is to be able to inlude suh tehniques in theproessing, rapidly, eÆiently and naturally. Some examples:� Freq di�erening: Subtrat adjaent freq hannels from eah other. Used for EoR detetion and Cat II/IIIsubtration� Time di�erening: Subtrat adjaent time-slots from eah other. Used for transient detetion and CatII/III subtration� Continuum subtration: Subtrat a low-order polynomial from uv-data spetra. This removes the on-tinuum from soures lose to the phase entre, in a messy sort of way. But it does enhane the ontrastfor spetral features. Called UVLIN in AIPS (pioneered by Cotton and Van Langevelde, and elaborated inMiriad by Sault et al).� RM synthesis: Vary the Rotation Measure and look for peaks in Q/U.� Apply large-sale onstraints, like V=0.� Fringe �tting: From VLBI. Vary the phase and look for peaks in I.� Subspae deomposition: See �g 9. Used for Cat II/III subtration and RFI removal.� Using Bayesian learning of interferene signals for e�etive agging.E Some words on eÆienyThis subjet falls outside the sope of this doument, whih just deals with the priniples of LOFAR alibration,and not its implementation.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -32-



Author:J.E. Noordam Date of is-sue: 15 Ot 2006 Sope: Projet DoumentationKind of is-sue: Publi Do.nr.:LOFAR-ASTRON-ADD-015Status: Final File: lofar=Revisionnr.: 1.0E.1 Cutting orners (suggested optimisations)LOFAR alibration will be very expensive in terms of proessing power and memory use. Potential bottleneksare Cat II subtration, number of solver iterations, number of passes through the main yle, et... Therefore, wemust try to ut all possible orners in proessing. Loal intelligene in the various parts of the alibration proessan redue proessing onsiderably, espeially if it is done dynamially. It must aslo be done judiiously, of ourse,sine it may have e�ets on the result. Some suggestions:� Minimize solver iterations by using solver metris, and ontinuous solutions.� Use relatively simple agging algorithms, at multiple levels.� Minimize the subset of uv-data used for selfal (e.g. only the longer baselines).� Minimize the number of MIM terms, depending on the state of the ionosphere.� Minimize the number of ontamination soures to be taken into aount for selfal, i.e. only whenever(ulk+ vmk) is small. Here (lk;mk) is the position of the ontaminating soure w.r.t. to the phase-entre (i.e.the position of the peeling soure).� Use uv-trak rossing points (weak redundany) as solver onstraints.� Subtrat only the minimum number of Cat II soures (depends on hanging size of main lobe)� Do inremental subtration of Cat II soures: keep the uv-data residuals, and subtrat only those Cat IIsoures that have hanged in this yle (obviously, this is impossible if any instrumental errors have hanged!)� et..Finally, it is good to realise that eah major yle will require more proessing than the one before. The multipli-ation fator ould be 2 or even more, i.e. more than half the proessing ould be in the last yle.E.2 Look for alternative methodsE.g. subspae deomposition, et. See setion 8.F The role of simulationThe development of the various LOFAR alibration strategies within this framework will require extensive testingon simulated data. The selfal stage, with its predition of urrupted uv-data values, represents a natural simula-tion apability. However, it is obviously less desirable if simulation and alibration are done with the same system.Fortunately, LOFAR has two systems: one for development and experimentation (MeqTrees), and a sleek oper-ational version (BBS). The MeqTree system has already demonstrated its apabilities in this area, and is poisedto play an important role in SKA simulations. At this moment, most elements of LOFAR alibration are onlyavailable in their MeqTree implementation. As soon as their BBS ounterparts are ready, they an be tested withsimulated data generated by the other system.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -33-
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Figure 7: The Loal Sky Model (LSM) ontains information about all the soures that are relevant for a partiularobservation. The LSM ontains a list of parametrised soures and 4D images, and some database of parametervalues for the parametrised soures. In addition it ontains a list of punits (predition units) in desending orderof brightness. A punit an be an individual soure, or a smallish image (path) that ontains multiple soures or animage. Finally, it has some objets to help it make deisions. Its 'obswin' ontains information about the spetralwindow, and an idealised primary beam. Its 'obsres' ontains information about spetral and spatial resolution. AnLSM has three interfaes:1. With the Global Sky Model: The GSM ontains all the soures that LOFAR an see. It uses its obswinto selet a subset that is relevant for the present observation. Afterward proessing, the GSM may be updatedfrom the modi�ed LSM.2. With the uv-data proessing kernel: The punit list obtained from the LSM is used to generate a forestof suitable proessing trees with relevant Cat I selfal, and Cat II subtration stages. For eah soure, the'predisol' mehanism (e.g. subtree, see below) in the LSM is onneted to the relevant part of the trees.3. With the residual images: The LSM plays an important role in soure extration. Firstly, the (deon-volved) 4D images are inspeted at the positions where Cat I/II soures have been subtrated. Any remainsare used to solve for inremental improvements in the soure parameters, using the LSM predisol mehanism.Seondly, new soures may be identi�ed and reated in the LSM. One of the most interesting problems willbe to automatially hoose a parametrisation for suh soures.Note that residual images are derived from imaging faets, and are quite unrelated to punit pathes. Finally, avery important feature of the LSM is the 'predisol' mehanism for eah soure. It implements the mathematialrelationship between the 4 image manifestations (I, Q, U, V) of a soure, and its (arbitrary) parametrisation. It isable to predit IQUV, and solve for its parameters.ASTRON 2006 LOFAR Projet -34-
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Figure 8: Shapelet deomposition, pioneered for us by Sarod Yatawatta, is expeted to play an important role. AtLOFAR frequenies and resolution, most soures will be more or less extended. They an be represented elegantlyand eÆiently by a (surprisingly) small number of shapelet oeÆients. Shapelets are a set of orthogonal basefuntions (e.g. Hermite polynomials, multiplied by gaussians), whih have the desirable property that they aretheir own Fourier Transform. There are Cartesian and Polar shapelets. Above, we show an input image, itsshapelet oeÆients and its reonstrution, and the di�erene image. The number of signi�ant oeÆients may beminimised by arefully hoosing the origin (whih is learly not optimal here).Shapelets will be espeially useful with the bright Cat I soures that are used for selfal. Not only an they deal witharbitrary soure shapes eÆiently, but it is also possible to apply ifr-dependent image-plane e�ets, and to solve forboth soure parameters and instrumental parameters.Finally, shapelets provide an elegant mehanism for soure extration from residual images.
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Figure 9: Subspae deomposition is a promising tehnique to separate di�erent kinds of struture in an image, aspetrum or a time-series. The method is being pioneered for us by Sarod Yatawatta, but is has been a staple ofthe LOFAR RFI group for some time. In the illustration above, the two rows of four images eah show the �rstfrequeny plane of an input image ube, the eigenvalues of the assoiated autoorrelation in desending order, andthe eigenmode reonstrutions assoiated with the two largest eigenvalues. The larger eigenvalues are assoiatedwith struture, while the smaller ones are assoiated with noise. The eigenvalue plots are logarithmi, the maximum(left) being 1.0.In general, the inputs must be olumn vetors that 'look at' the same thing in di�erent ways. These are orrelated,and subjeted to singular value deomposition (SVD). In this partiular ase, the input vetors are the frequenyplanes of an image-ube. They an also be the rows or olumns of a single image, or 'parallel' time-series ofvisibilities for di�erent baselines.Possible appliations are the removal of Cat II soures from uv-data, without knowing their details. This is impor-tant, beause the regular predit/subtrat method will be a major bottlenek. A potential problem is that this wouldalso remove the Cat III soures, inluding the EoR signature et. This may be avoided when we understand thetehnique better.Another appliation is RFI detetion in uv-data.
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